Review by Brett A. Berliner, Morgan State University.

In 1921, René Maran (1887-1960), a black man born in Martinique, was a largely unknown colonial official, stationed in the Ubangi-Shari, French Equatorial Africa. Years before, as a child in boarding school in Bordeaux, then a young man at Lycée Michel de Montaigne, Maran developed a love for language and literature, which he put to good use in the French colony. Indeed, he studied local languages and peoples and over the course of a number of years wrote a novel, _Batouala, véritable roman nègre_ (1921). This novel, Maran’s first, did not initially generate much renown, but it was noticed by _les Dix_, the judges of the Prix Goncourt, who awarded Maran their prestigious prize on 14 December 1921.

Recognition as a Prix Goncourt laureate, the first black man to win this honor, did not, however, earn Maran much praise. Rather, he was soon subject to blistering attacks, less for his novel than for his preface to the novel, a strident attack on French colonial abuses. Praise and condemnation from both blacks and whites would trail Maran for the rest of his long and prolific career as an engaged intellectual, novelist, poet, and journalist. Despite a number of studies devoted to Maran, there has not been a full-scale reappraisal of _Batouala_ in English in recent years.\[^1\] Susan Allen’s new, intriguing, and problematic _René Maran’s Batouala Jazz-Text_ is, thus, much welcomed.

Allen’s work, based on her dissertation at the University of Newcastle, Australia, is, at first blush, an interdisciplinary study of the structure or form of _Batouala_. Asserting that, hitherto, Maran and _Batouala_ have been misunderstood because of binary thinking, Allen claims a rather expansive goal for her work: “to extricate the novel from the current constraints of colonial and post-colonial thinking and stimulate discussion of the work as a jazz-text expression of African ontology” (p. xii). As a jazz-text, Maran’s _Batouala_ challenges, argues Allen, if not overcomes, the Western divide between both music and literature and, socio-culturally, the civilized and the savage.

In the first section of the book, comprising three chapters, Allen examines the European context and reception of _Batouala_, synthesizing previously well-examined primary and secondary sources to argue that Europeans thought in fixed, dichotomous categories. Such binary thinking, Allen argues, infected critics who largely divorced Maran’s incendiary preface from his novel proper. Indeed, the preface was jarring: “‘Civilisation, civilisation,’” cries Maran, “‘orgueil des Européens, et leur charnier d’innocents…. Tu bâtis ton royaume sur des cadavres. Quoi que tu veuilles, quoi que tu fusses, tu te meus dans le mensonge…’” (p. 292). Maran’s active, emotive voice attacking colonial atrocities was, not surprisingly, met with critical disapprobation, but more surprisingly, Allen notes, it led critics to subordinate, if not entirely overlook the importance and originality of the novel and the novel’s relationship to its preface. This critical trend, Allen further claims, has largely persisted to today.
It is in the second section of the book, which comprises six chapters, that Allen makes her fresh contribution to Maran studies, analyzing the entirety of the work as a jazz-text. The novel’s plot, most superficially about love and jealousy and the demise of Batouala, a Banda chief under colonial rule, is not Allen’s concern. Rather, it is how that story was told and the implications of reading Maran’s work as a jazz-text. As such, Maran’s work obliterates what she terms is the “sterile dichotomy of récit and musique” (p. 117) to express the interchangeability of speech and music, something she claims is characteristically African. In addition, as a jazz-text, one of the underlining structures of the work is a “call-and-response template” (p. 113). This template not only can be perceived through narrative elements in the novel, but also, Allen asserts, unites the preface to the novel. There are, Allen suggests, other musical structures in the novel, such as narrative elements that follow the “pattern of three-over-two beats” (p. 241) and elements drawn from African rhythms, and Allen claims the novel embeds a range of sensory elements, such as olfactory, which expresses, she further claims, the African psyche. The jazz-text also erases linear time in favor of circular time, an element of jazz and, Allen declares, African ontology. And finally, Allen notes that Maran, who claimed his novel was largely a template” (p. 34), embeds a range of sensory elements, such as olfactory, which expresses, she further claims, the African psyche. The jazz-text also erases linear time in favor of circular time, an element of jazz and, Allen declares, African ontology. And finally, Allen notes that Maran, who claimed his novel was largely an objective record or etching of what he witnessed in Africa, effectively silenced his own voice in the novel. This, Allen argues, opens the reader to what is beyond words, a sensory experience, again, part of the experience of a jazz performance.

The implication of a jazz-text reading of Batouala is, Allen announces, nothing less than an obliteration of dichotomous thinking, especially the civilized-savage binary, which Allen believes is the basis of European identity (p. 54). Moreover, a jazz-text reading allows for the expression of the African voice and African ontology in the novel.

Despite the originality of her approach to reading and analyzing Maran’s Batouala, Allen’s bold assertions are not easily convincing. First, reading Batouala as a jazz-text is problematic. Jazz was only in its infancy in the United States, and not yet present in France or Africa, when Maran wrote the novel; there is no evidence that he was exposed to jazz until the mid 1920s, long after he wrote the work. Still, jazz could have influenced his extensively revised, definitive edition of Batouala, published in 1938, but Allen does not provide evidence for significant changes in the novel. Furthermore, it was the 1921 edition of Batouala that was of greatest cultural resonance in France. Second, Allen makes claims that consider Africa as a unity, discussing “African music,” “African ontology,” or “African philosophy.” Maran knew the Ubangi-Shari region, not all of Africa, and Allen negates the incredible diversity of peoples, cultures, and thought on the African continent as she generalizes to make her argument. Her generalizations also extend to such constructs as “Europeans” and “Western thought.” Finally, this work, over-reliant on a rather limited range of sources, makes claims about jazz, African influences on jazz, and the musicality of Maran’s novel that are simply hard to accept, especially because of their lack of nuance. Despite the problematic nature of this study, Allen wonderfully challenges our reading of Maran and, more, reminds us that René Maran was a thinker whose ideas and writings deserve continued attention.
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